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THE INSIDE NEWS

Deals Admitted in President Kennedy's Kennedy and with White House. [PARIS]

Three times, Admitters charged in Tetral scandal.

G. Daniel Bowles, Oklahoma's OI, Demen had the Oklahoma City appearance of a wire. [PARIS]

Use The Journal Classified 02.33322
**Sears**

**Side-by-Side Styling**

**SAVE $50**

**$299.95**

Regular ‘349.95

- 15.2-cu. ft. capacity refrigerator and freezer with auto side-by-side convenience!
- All freestanding unit you need to worry about defrosting again!
- Durable, easy to clean stainless steel interior resists stains and scratches.
- Temperature adjusts to your needs with separate refrigerator-freezer controls.
- Flexible storage with adjustable shelves, generous door shelves, slide-out baskets!

**SAVE 31.90: 14.1 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator-Freezer**

Regular ‘429.95

**$188**


**Kenmore Range Round-Up**

Fully Automatic Oven

Vis-a-Vis Window

Your Choice: Kenmore Electric Range

Your Choice: Kenmore Gas Range

159.88

**Sears SAVE $70.11**

Our Largest Size Picture Color TV in Choice of 3 Authentic Cabinet Styles

23-in. Diagonal Measure Picture...None Larger Anywhere

4-DAYS ONLY

**499.88**

Regular $569.99

City Legislator Fails In First Of Challenges

At this low price, there's no need to settle for less than really big screen TV—255 sq. in. of viewing area. Plus—Automatic Color Control—balances color signal strength to keep color from varying in size, hue, or brightness. Plus—Instant Start—no annoying wait for picture or sound. Plus—a fully automatic timer—eliminates need to reset timers or order new channels...at set price of 499.88.

Isochrome TV...Light Enough to Carry

**$377**

YOU PAY LESS

- High-Heated Design
- 11-in. Diagonal Measure Picture
- Color TV — Lightweight to Carry
- includes color TV, colorant, remote control, power cord, and operating instructions.

**NO MONEY DOWN**

**249.99**

Shop Monday-8a thru Saturday-9:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. - Normal Store Open Regular Hours.
Three Of Suspects Have Long Truancy History

School Records Show Backgrounds

Senators Begin By Admiring Themselves

Legislators Restrainted

Dewey Says State's OK; Democrats Not So Sure

Sirhan Trial Gets Started

End is In Sight For Dolese Case

Puzzle Baffles Solvers Again

Three of the four boys charged in a cross-country school robberies are old hands at the game. They are Joe Hall, who has a school record of being absent; Joe Flannery, who has a school record of being absent; and John Edward, who has a school record of being absent.

The boys were arrested last week at the school and charged with breaking into a school building and stealing $1,000 worth of equipment.

"Joe Hall," 16, was charged with breaking into a school building and stealing $1,000 worth of equipment.

"Joe Flannery," 17, was charged with breaking into a school building and stealing $1,000 worth of equipment.

"John Edward," 18, was charged with breaking into a school building and stealing $1,000 worth of equipment.

Now...Your Favorite Blue Package Panties

Are SALE Priced

Sears seamless stretch panty hose!

SAVE $2.20!

MERRI-MOCS

Your Favorite Casuals

regular $0.99 6.97

Charge It on Sears Revolving Charge

Shop AT SEARS AND SAVE

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back
Editorials

Answer: Become Policeman

A tip from police. It's a good idea to have some knowledge of the police department. You can have a friend who's already a police officer. You can have a good police officer who knows what he's doing.

The Bigamist—Double Trouble

Any man in these days of high prices and low standards, who's willing to have a police officer as a friend, is just lucky. He can have a police officer who knows what he's doing and won't let him get away with anything.

State Editors Say

One Thing Clear: State Benefits

Our State Editors have been through a lot of this. They've been through a lot of this. They've been through a lot of this. They've been through a lot of this. They've been through a lot of this. They've been through a lot of this.

Joseph Alsop

For Nixon: Happy Augury

Joseph Alsop has been through a lot of this. He's been through a lot of this. He's been through a lot of this. He's been through a lot of this. He's been through a lot of this. He's been through a lot of this.

Bill Tharp

When You Call

Bill Tharp has been through a lot of this. He's been through a lot of this. He's been through a lot of this. He's been through a lot of this. He's been through a lot of this. He's been through a lot of this.

Acheson Says JFK Lucky On Cuba


Good Sleep Vital To Your Health

10 Suggestions Can Help You

Good sleep is vital to your health. Good sleep is vital to your health. Good sleep is vital to your health. Good sleep is vital to your health. Good sleep is vital to your health. Good sleep is vital to your health.

City Woman Dies In Headon Crash


'69 Ford. Spend 15 minutes inside the year's most talked about car.

'69 Ford. Spend 15 minutes inside the year's most talked about car. '69 Ford. Spend 15 minutes inside the year's most talked about car. '69 Ford. Spend 15 minutes inside the year's most talked about car. '69 Ford. Spend 15 minutes inside the year's most talked about car.
Namath, Michaels Clash, Then Joe Pays Tab

K-State Zips Past Huskers

GOODY YEAR SERVICE STORES

CAGE SORCES

Market Summaries

Closing Prices Listed On The New York Stock Exchange

Insurance, Bank and Trust
1-LB. POTATO SALAD
GOLDEN TASTY AND

FRIED
CHICKEN

$1.19

FOR

99¢

99¢

FRESH
DRIED
BANANA PUDDING

5 FOR

$1.

Humpty Dumpty
SUPER MARKETS
Deli’s Only At...
S.E. 44th & Bryant
5008 N. May
3641 N.W. 23rd
1865 Penn Square
210 W. 6th St. Reno

Sugar & Spice
BAKERY

REG. 39¢ DOZEN
ASSORTED
COOKIES

3 DOZ.
FOR

99¢

49¢

49¢

79¢

15¢

Humpty Dumpty
DISCOUNT DRUGS & PRESCRIPTIONS

Bakeries Only At...
S.E. 44th & Bryant
5008 N. May
3641 N.W. 23rd
9230 N. Penn
1865 Penn Square

Just Wonderful

99¢ VALUE
HAIR SPRAY

49¢

$1 VALUE
SPRAY DEODORANT

Dry Ban

79¢

$1 VALUE
THE FAMILY TOOTHPASTE

58¢

Pepsodent

$2 VALUE
DECONGESTIVE TABLETS

Dristan

$1.39
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